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1, INTRODUCTION
The United States and Canada are the largest international trading 
partners in the world. In recent years, goods worth approximately 150 
billion U.S. dollars have crossed the border annually between the two 
nations. Roughly 75 percent of Canadian exports go to the United States, 
while 22 percent of U .S. exports go to Canada,
Prior to the late 1970s, imports from Canada were not perceived as a 
major problem in the United States. However, with a continued appreciation 
of the U.S. dollar against the Canadian dollar since 1977, the U.S. 
merchandise trade deficit with Canada has grown; trade deficits in 1983, 
1984, and 1985 were roughly $12 billion, $15 billion, and $20 billion, 
respectively. After Japan, Canada enjoys the largest trade surplus of any 
single country with the United States.
As the trade deficit with Canada has increased, several U.S. 
industries have been affected. Canada supplied 33 percent of the $11 
billion U.S. wood market in 1985. The U.S. wood industry claims that the 
Canadians are responsible for the closing of 25 sawmills and the loss of 
27,000 jobs. Canadian automobile exports account for one - third of the 
trade deficit. Out of 1.8 million units manufactured in Canada m  1984,
1.5 million were exported to the United States. As a result of increased 
competition, several industries have brought cases before the U.S. 
International Trade Commission, seeking relief against Canadian exports.
The fresh carrot industry in the Northeast and Midwest is one of the 
industries that has felt the impact of increased imports from Canada. From 
mid July to mid November producers in Quebec and Ontario compete in U.S. 
markets with producers in the Northeast and Midwest. Since 1978, Canadian 
exports of fresh carrots to the United States have roughly doubled.
Exports are now in excess of 60,000 metric tons. This represents about 10 
percent of U.S. fresh carrot production. In the last two Canadian 
marketing years (August-July), the volume of Canadian carrot exports to the 
United States has surpassed U.S. exports to Canada, reversing the 
historical pattern of a U.S. trade surplus.
As a result of the increased competition, allegations have been made 
that the increase in Canadian exports is the result of government 
subsidization. Canadian producers receive various forms of assistance 
through provincial and federal government programs. The question is 
whether these have had a significant impact on the competitive position of 
Canadian carrots in U.S. markets and have caused the growth of imports.from 
Canada, or whether the increase in imports is due to other factors. This 
study seeks to evaluate the potential causes of increased carrot shipments 
to the United States.
1 The United States typically exports carrots to Canada in the winter, 
spring, and early summer, when prices are higher than in late summer and 
fall, when Canadian exports enter the United States.
22. THE CANADIAN MARKET AND EXPORTS
In order to analyse the factors which have contributed to the 
increase in U.S. imports of carrots, it is necessary to have a perspective 
on market developments in Canada and their relationship to trade This
SeT : n dlSCUSSes trends Canadian production and consumption 'the marketing system, and trends in exports.
Production and Consumption
Ontario and Quebec dominate Canadian fresh carrot production 
Carrots areproduced almost exclusively on muck soils and both provinces 
have extensive areas of such soils. In Ontario the muck soils are located 
in the Bradford and Holland marshes. In Quebec these soils are adjacent to 
Montreal. Muck soil is ideal for carrots because it is loose, contains 
considerable reserve food material, and needs little nitrogen. Because of 
these qualities, the soils tend to give high carrot yields8 However muck
® 1 t °^aVe dy wbacks- They suffer from bad drainage, and aresusceptible to frost and wind erosion.
Figure 2.1 graphs the total carrot area (fresh and processing;) in 
hectares for Canada, Ontario, and Quebec for the 1958-59 to 1984-85 
marketing years. The graph shows that during the period, crop area
' Jn.the late 1950s’ Canada's carrot area was under 5000 
hectares, but m  recent years it has exceeded 7000 hectares Ouph^r'c „ 
increased from the late 1950s until the mid-1970s, and "thereafter was f l ^
» 77-7“ -
by Queba° in  the ^ 8 - 5 9  to 1976-77“p e r i o r a r s : b ^ qua: : t l f b T
_. „ Lik® ‘y ® 1 area’ Chadian production of fresh carrots has increased
Figure 2,2 plots fresh production in thousand metric tons for Canada 
Ontario, and Quebec since the 1972-73 marketing year. Fresh carrot 
production was calculated by subtracting processing carrot production from 
totai production. Fresh production has increased by 100 percent since 
1972. By the early 1980s, Canada was producing over 200 thousand metric 
tons equivalent to about 30 percent of U.S. production. Although Quebec 
close to twice as much total carrot area, Ontario produced more fresh
in ^ t a “ oeC nine °f the thlrteen years- This "  to higher
r T^ends Canadian carrot consumption are illustrated by figure 2 3 
-n the late 1960s per capita consumption was 14 pounds, but by the 1980s
U n i t i d l r r *  22 P°UndS\ ThiS is in contrast to the situation in the United States where per capita consumption has remained in the range of
™  S° y " e P°Unds sinoe the early 19™s  (USDA). On the right axis of 
£ 8y  J2'3muanadlan per caplta consumption of canned and frozen carrots is
United StateslCOn? ™ Ptl0n °f fr°Zen Carr°tS has “ ^teased (as it has in the United States) Frozen carrots were not introduced into Canada until 1963
but were immediately successful. In 1968 consumption was already in .xceu
of one-half pound and increased throughout the period; in 1984 frozen
consumption was about three and one-half pounds. The increase in frozen
carrot consumption was responsible for the growing spread between total and
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6fresh consumption. Consumption of canned carrots rose until 1 Q7 ? decreased from l<m fa 7 Q7 & T rose untLi ,, ,  ^- to LJ/b, and was subsequently flat Overall
to the
_ncrease in domestic production.
ThgJMarlceting System
levelSTheorodu^inS °rganlzation for fresh Canadian carrots has five 
end retaiLL BecauLe'theaCfrershaandPr00eSS°-S' 6XP°rterS • ^ ^ - i e r s ,
intertwined, part of the marketing organizltlo^for^rooe8 ®yStel"S areincluded. & ganization tor processing carrots is
their major use is for fresh storag^ '= 6 °f processinS ^rrots,
r«^H.I*P7 rted carrots are “ other important source of fresh carrots in 
Texas and £ “ £ £ *  ? , £ £ £ *  ^
trucks, imports arrive by rail in 50 pound bulk burlap bags ®
Packers are the heart of the marketing organization 
located in production areas and specialize only in packing- as a ru?
wholeshe^and^retail ^ d ’ grf e ' wash- “ <* Pack 4  the
and topped (1.e . steas and l e a v e ^ a ^ "  A
masterhontainers i» 5 0 p o ^ f
bags, 24 two-pound bags? or ^ ^ h L e ^ p o S ' b l  " " s ^ f e a ^ h  1 ° : ' ° ^  
bag must meet or exceed weight standards, the^astei container u s Z ^ * 1"6
weighs in excess of 50 pounds, Carrots stav frp.h i„ ? usually
plastic bags „ Those that fail t T Z l l  ?J fr6Sh lonSer when P^ced in
feed, usedSas filler S  pet food? r . e K ' f ^ 1'1" S°,ld aS cattlalower raw product standards, P ocessors which have
retailers , hn^exphtsrs^^Ihe^wfllehle^rallls ’
markets. The role of wholesalers has d L n L L d  m T l ^ T ™ i
turn sell to small nonchain grocery stores who are u L b U  to w ' Y t Y
volume that packers require. The largest hnvare x- u ^ ln t^ le
£ r . v  <*•>.,. = „ ■ !  6„ , 8 « ~ h r „ ,
f.ia*Z T Z T i l ^ Z T 1'" * e ‘ — h *■ *• *-<•!., «
As indicated above, on-farm storage has played an increasing 
important role m  the Canadian marketing system. The number of storage
7facilities has expanded in both Ontario and Quebec._ As supplies are 
reduced over the course of the marketing season prices rise. !f ™  
are able to find a low cost method of storage they are able-to.*ell -ater 
in the season, when prices are higher. The volume of carrots m  storage
generally highest in November and declines thereafter.
Figure 2.4 illustrates November's storage in metric tons for the^ 
1958-59 to 1984-85 marketing years. It indicates that ^
Canada has increased. The increase is especially marked m  the last three 
storage seasons. In the 1960s storage was m  the 20 thousand to 4 
thousand metric ton range, hut in the late 1970s, the range inc 
to 130 thousand metric tons. It is useful to compare the rate of growth 
storage to total production. The solid line in figure 2,4 graphs storage 
as a percentage of production. The scale is on the right hand side. The 
graph shows an increasing trend in the ratio of storage o pro 
throughout the period. For two of the last three marketing years, storage
exceeded 40 percent of production.
Exports
Between the 1961-62 and 1978-79 marketing years, Canadian imports and 
exports of fresh carrots displayed no discernible trend (figure 2.5).
Prior to 1978-79, Canadian exports were about 25,000 metric tons and 
imports were about 35,000 tons. Following the 1978-79 marketing year bo 
imports and exports increased. In 1984-85, exports and imports exceededd 
60 000 and 50,000 metric tons respectively. Between 1961-62 (when the 
Canadian government first began to publish fresh carrot export statistics) 
and 1982-83, imports exceeded exports. After the 1978-79 marketing ye 
however, exports grew at a faster rate than imports so that in th* ^83-84 
and 1984-85 marketing years, Canada was a net exporter of fresh carr .
This is shown in figure 2.5 where the black line crosses and exceeds th
dotted line.
Due to its harsh climate, Canada is unable to grow more than one crop
of carrots in a 12 month period. Canadian producers harvest from late July 
to early November. The marketing year for fresh carrots runs from August 
through July of the following year. By hay, supplies in cold storage are 
largely exhausted. Unlike Canada, the United States is able to harvest 
year-round due to favorable climatic conditions in California, Texas, and 
Florida. The single growing season in Canada and the multip e Srow 
seasons in the United States are reflected in the Canadian mtramarke g
year pattern of trade.
Figure 2 6 demonstrates the average intramarketing year trade pattern 
for Canadian fresh carrots for the years 1980 to 1985 From August 
exports (the solid line) increase until they peak m  October. Alter 
October, exports decline and almost cease in May. From May through July 
exports are low. Imports follow the opposite pattern to exports From 
August through November, imports (the dotted line) remain low. In December 
imports increase until they peak in May. From June to July imports 
decrease, although they are still at a significant level.
The intramarketing year export pattern has not remained constant over 
time. Since the early 1960s, an Increasing proportion of carrot exports
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has been shipped in later months. This is demonstrated ln \
which graphs averaged monthly exports for the 1961-66 and 1980-85 periods. 
The data were standardized by dividing by the October average or eac 
period. In the earlier 1961-66 period, exports (the solid black ime) 
increased rapidly from August to October and then declined almost as 
rapidly. The export season was largely finished by February In 1980-85, 
exports (the dotted line) rose from August to October as m  the earlier 
period, but did not fall as rapidly in the later months. From December 
through March a greater percentage of the total was exported in 
than in 1961-66. Exports have not only increased on a marketing year^ 
basis, but the marketing year has shifted as well. A greater proportion of 
Canadian exports is now shipped in later months.
Canadian exports of fresh carrots to the United States do not affect 
all areas of the country equally. U.S. Commerce Department statistics 
indicate that carrots imported from Canada cross the border almost 
exclusively in the states of Michigan, New York, and Vermont, transported 
in semi-trailer trucks. In 1983, for example, over 90 percent of the 
imports of carrots from Canada crossed the border into New York State.
This volume was equally divided between the Buffalo and St. Lawrence River 
areas. Figure 2.8 indicates that the bulk of the imports are into the 
Northeast and that Northeastern imports have grown at a similar rate as 
total U.S. imports, remaining a consistently high percentage of U.S. 
imports. Little direct evidence is available to indicate final 
destinations. However, figures on wholesale market truck unloadings and 
the opinions of industry personnel suggests that the primary markets are 
Buffalo, Boston, and New York City.
Although exports of carrots from Canada have increased in absolute 
terms they may not have increased in relative terms. The increase m  
exports may simply be in line with the overall increase in domestic 
production. Figure 2.9 graphs total exports and exports as a percentage of 
production by marketing year. The graph demonstrates that both the volume 
of carrot exports and exports as a percentage of production increase .
Prior to the 1979-80 market year, exports were about 15 percent of 
production, but by 1983-84 the ratio had risen to 22 percent. This 
suggests that export growth is not merely a result of increased domestic 
production. The strong growth in imports of Canadian carrots, and their 
importance in Northeast markets have contributed to the perception m  the 
region that this is the result of "unfair” competition.
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3. EXTERNAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO INCREASED EXPORTS
A number of factors which are external to the Canadian agricultural 
sector and its carrot industry may have contributed to increased exports to 
the United States. These factors are changes in the exchange rate, U.S. 
tariffs, and Florida production problems. These factors are discussed in 
this section of the report.
The Exchange Rate
If the value of the U.S, dollar in terms of the Canadian dollar 
changes then, other things being equal, this should affect the relative 
attractiveness of the U.S. market for Canadian exporters. In particular, 
the appreciation of the U.S. dollar (increase in its value against Its 
Canadian counterpart) means that U.S. market prices in Canadian dollars 
will increase. The proceeds from exports to the U.S. market will rise and 
exports could be expected to increase.
A time series for both the exchange rate and Canadian carrot exports 
on an annual basis since 1970 is graphed in figure 3.1. Exports in 
thousand metric tons are represented by the bars; their scale is on the 
left axis. The Canadian dollar price of the U.S. dollar is represented by 
the line; its scale is on the right axis. There is a pattern of both 
increasing exports and an increasing exchange rate after 1976. Exports 
increased as the value of the U.S. dollar rose against the Canadian dollar. 
There is, however, a lag in export response.
One way to illustrate the potential importance of the change in the 
exchange rate is to compare its effect on the price that Canadian carrots 
could receive in the United States to their price in Canada. If nominal 
U.S. prices are converted into Canadian dollars via the exchange rate and 
compared to nominal Canadian prices, then prices in Canadian dollars can be 
compared in the two nations. Wholesale prices for a master container of 24 
two-pound bags (24-2) of Canadian carrots were gathered from terminal 
markets in Buffalo, Toronto, and Montreal. The Niagara Frontier Terminal 
Market in Buffalo quotes daily price spreads for 24-2 Canadian carrots from 
August through March. The terminal markets of Toronto and Montreal quote 
weekly price spreads for Ontario and Quebec 24-2 carrots, respectively. 
Midpoints of the price spreads were used. Weekly and daily prices were 
averaged to form a monthly price. It is assumed that the product in the 
three markets is of similar quality and, on average, equal quantities are 
sold on each day and week within the month.
Ratios are formed of the November and January Buffalo prices over the 
Montreal and Toronto prices for a ten year period. This ratio is computed 
both with and without exchange rate effects. In figures 3.2 and 3,3, the 
x's represent the price ratios without, and the o's the price ratio with 
the exchange rate effects for the Buffalo-Toronto comparison. The average 
monthly exchange rate for the Canadian dollar price of U.S. dollars is 
noted above the o's.
Even without considering the exchange rate effect, Buffalo prices are 
roughly 110 to 150 percent of Montreal and Toronto prices. With the 
exchange rate effects, monthly Buffalo wholesale prices (Canadian $) are up
16
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to 190 percent of Montreal's and Toronto's prices. The magnitude of the 
e^-nlnge ^ f  effect upon relative prices is indica‘f
vertical lines in the diagrams. Note that the height of^ 
only a function of the exchange rate, but also of the price rat o w o 
theYexchange rate effect. For example, the difference between 10 and 12 1 
(11 x 1.1) is smaller than the difference between 10 and 13.2 (12 x 1.>
In 1975 and 1976, the D.S. and Canadian dollar were at par, although ther
was still a 25 to 30 percent price premium in the “^^exchange rate
to Toronto. In 1977 the exchange rate became a factor. 8 |, ,
increased the Buffalo premium from 30 to 45 percent. In 1979 to 1981,
Buffalo and Toronto prices drew closer together This " ° ™ al^ eM° ^ luni ln 
reduce exports, but due to an exchange r a - 1 a a[n increased in 
the Buffalo market was still high. Alter rne p n  & F 5 
1982, the Buffalo premium rose to its highest level.
A change in the exchange rate will not necessarily bring ^>out a 
change in the volume of trade. The movement in the exchange rate may 
simply reflect differential rates of inflation between countries If the 
rate of domestic inflation in Canada is higher than that in J ^ e d  . 
States, its currency may depreciate hut the relative co-petxtxvenes of the 
industries in the two countries may be unaffected (i.e., costs expressed in 
a common currency after adjusting for the difference in the price level 
remain the same) . Changes in the exchange rate simply offset 
differential rate of inflation in the two countries, and do not create
change in the pattern of trade.
One way to determine if this has in fact been the case ls' 
an index of relative industrial competitiveness and to compare this to 
changes in the exchange rate. Such an index may be constructed by formi g 
the ratio of the two countries' domestic producer price indices and 
multiplying this ratio by the exchange rate. If the price indices for both 
countries have the same base year, then the resulting index for the base 
period should equal the exchange rate. If the index remains “°“ ant or 
time passes then either costs and the exchange rate remain constant, or 
the exchange rate changes so as to adjust for differential rates o c ange
in costs.
In order to make this comparison for the United States and Canada, 
the ratio of the annual U.S. producer price index to the C^adian^roducer 
orice index (IMF) was calculated. Both indices have a base y 
This ratio was then multiplied by the annual average Canadian dollar P 
for U S dollars (OECD). In 1970 the competitiveness index is equal to 
1 0442 the Canadian dollar price for U.S. dollars. If the -dex^ises 
above 1.0442 then, other things being equal, the condi ion f d
should move in favor of the Canadians; and if the index falls below 1.U44 , 
trade should move in favor of the United States.
Figure 3 4 graphs this index of industrial competitiveness and the 
Canadian8dollar price of U.S. dollars from 1970 through 1985. Both scales
2 This method only measures the change from the base year, and assumes
there are no significant trade barriers and that a substantial amount of 
goods and services are traded between the two countries consi ere
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are on the left axis. From 1970 to 1976, the
are close together; both remain close to one. During this peno , 
competitiveness index is slightly below .L.0442 which K ^ Y s ^ i U r  
competitive advantage to the United States. In ,
begins to appreciate against the Canadian dollar, both V i e * e 
® . -r„ i Q7Q the exchange rate and index divergeexchange rate increase. In 1979, the excnange i ,ate During this
because the exchange rate begins to increase at a * r t h “  tfe
period, Canadian producer prices increased Y ^ o f  the S f *
exchange rate alone would indicate.
Whether this argument can be extended dire° ^  “  ^ “^crease
still an open question. Its answer depends on Whether the rat d_fferent
in Canadian production and marketing costs has ^ e c o n o m y  ^sured by
.h. general ol « £ *
the producer price index. It is cirricuiu u the Incentive for
would still remain valid for carrot exports.
Tariffs
Canadian carrot exports must meet U.S health standards (be fitter 
human consumption), and are subject to t e . . “  ■ appear
■ standards can be used as a nontariff harrier t o « a ' “ “ f £ a?th PP to be the case with respect to U.S. carrot imports. The same neaicn
standards that are applied to U.S domestic : c“ r£ £  
imports. As a result the only major trade barrier is the tarit
There are two types of tariffs used by the United States, the ad
for the purpose of tariff a s s e s s m e n t P  of tarlffs have been used
per unit, volume or weight. Both of t yp , th Generalin the recent past as a result of changes negotiated under the Genera m  tne recent P /patt> Thp GATT is an internationalAgreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The tAV  “  a . Prior t0
organization whose primarily goal is to re uce , p h ended In 1967, the 
the Kennedy round.of CT w h i c , ^ Canadla„ fresh
United States levied a 12.5 percent ao vaioi Kennedy round, the ad
carrot imports. Under trade agreements made in ^ ^ 9 6 9  it was ;educed 
valorem tariff was reduced m  a series of steps. In « c
Percent to 11 percent, "  K ' U l .
percent, in 1972 to 7 percent,, “  J” 5 ^ g L ^ n  Tokyo and ended in
1* 19l \ T T w  ' Z e r  the Toky Ge^va round5 the U.S. tariff was switched Geneva m  1979. unoer tne i» 7 / 1979 Canadian fresh carrot
from an ad valorem to a specific y*
exports were assessed a duty of one-half cent per pound.
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x & t  ';:r ■£.“  c f r 10; -  *■data before the tariff reduction was initiat-Pd ™  deludes four-years of 
which the tariff might be quantified The first tW° methods %
. an ad valorem form, and the second is to p ^  l t0 place a11 tariffs in 
Since U.S. customs used an ad valorem t a r i f f ^  the'lo^'to^lQyf° ^  
there is no problem in computing the ad valorem tariff -F h ,*979 period’ 
The problem lies in converting the snerifio a ^ ?or thls Period,
■pound, for the 1980 to 1985 period intn a 7 fat6 °f one"half cent per 
. conversion the annual p un a l l  “  a± ^ loT™  ™te. To make the
cent. This is the . S L d  o H ^ o r t s ^ r T c^ “ plled ^^  by -  —  ^  ::Le:d“  ad
«p9e i f L Sd u t r o r f 5 ^ d ; of unrL^^eCr L anLSi L j nV1 r f i 0f r h lat:ln8 the
.multiplied by 50 to calculate t-hp l ^  ?ei pound customs value is then
*■ by t h e ^ ^ a l o l e f  t a ^ f f ° " : t r  r y i f i d  thls
half cent multipliefbyirilnds l r  2%" cel ""l"0 J9®5 p6rl°d is 
m  1985 dollars, the values are deflated bylhe U s plac® the sPecific duty 
(IMF). The discussion of the ^  val or™ 7 +  ? ' S' producer price index
not changed its method of evaluating Canadian afc,suraes.that U ’S- customs has 
purpose of levying tariffs ovefthe'm" t o f°r ^
&nd the specific dutv tariffs a-ra , “ period. The ad valorem
3.5 and 3 „ 6 7 tariffs are graphed together with exports in figures
Both methods show that t*Via for-! -p-p _
substantially. Reduced tariffs, Jn effect Irlredi C™ ts\ has de<^eased 
exporter. Other things-being equal e x o o r t . f  d ns ln costs fo r  the 
reduced costs by increasing ™P are exPected to react to
inverse relationship e x is t !  between'th^ U PW0 i l iu s tra te  that an
to evaluate the significance of the tariff far ~f “ d exports■ However, 
analysis in section  5. “  f ° r exPorts requires further
affected by changerSTth^uh^toll!! f  f 1' U 'S' carrot industry has been
tariffs. However, an a d d i t i o n a l ' t E t X ™  Z l l T  SiZe °f D 'S'production problems in Florida Florid'. T  may have been important -- 
the central part of the state aro!e *  A Carr,ot Pr°d“ction is located in 
percent of U.S. production. Tradition ii PnfSk: and rePtesents about 9 
June season) have been in states east of the h rida'? “ftkets (November to 
Canada. Florida competes s u ^ s s f ^ l v  L  !hi! k PP" “ d in eastem
transportation cost Sith r . »£" to m a w T s  °f “ V " '
those in California and Texas. From Decembe! through A p r i ^ m r W  38
grower-packers are ln competition with Canadian exp£rte£s iA III r ■>■and points north. This comoetiflrm hac. K porters m  the Carolmas
problems related  to we^theTInd d iL a s !  . ^  affeCt<Sd ” y pr° duoti° "
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The disease problem results from a blight (alternaria dauci) which is 
caused by airborne fungi (Lucas; Walker). The blight can cause extens ve 
damage to mature plants and seedlings. It is a particular problem in 
Florida because of the high rainfall which is a major contributor to he 
spread of the disease. Central Florida receives 40 to 60 inches of rain a 
yeart while other carrot producing regions receive less than 40 inches. 
Central Florida is also subject to freezing temperatures in January and 
February. The amount of damage depends on the intensity of the freeze, 
although affected areas may be replanted. Killing frosts occurred three 
seasons in a row (January 1982, Christmas 1983, and January 1985), causing 
significant damage.
Shipments of carrots from Florida increased from roughly 15 thousand 
metric tons in the 1968-69 marketing year to over 45 thousand tons in 1977- 
78 (figure 3 7) After 1980-81, alternaria dauci and freezing temperatures 
hindered the ability of Florida to ship out of state. Shipments dropped 
from 47 thousand metric tons in 1980-81 to 30 thousand in 1981-82, 37 
thousand in 1982-83, 23 thousand in 1983-84, and 29 thousand in 1984-85. 
Canadian industry personnel claim that their industry was able to increase 
its shipments into Florida's markets because of the state's production 
problems. Although it is difficult to prove that Canadian exports 
increased due to Florida production problems, there does appear to be a 
correlation between the two.
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4. INTERNAL FACTORS AND INCREASED EXPORTS
The change in the exchange rate, U.S. tariff, and Florida production 
problems have provided external incentives that have influenced the volume 
of Canadian exports to the United States, The factors discussed in this 
section are internal to Canadian agriculture. They are production costs, 
government subsidies, and storage.
Production Costs
The level of production costs affects the competitive position of a 
firm or region both nationally and internationally. The purpose of this 
section is to ascertain the competitiveness of Canadian fresh carrot 
producers with respect to their U.S. counterparts. The analysis examines 
competitiveness in terms of comparative production costs.
Insofar as the comparison of production costs across regions or 
countries is valid, the appropriate basis for comparison is marginal costs. 
Economic theory suggests that the costs of producing the marginal unit of 
output determine the region's supply curve and the level of total output at 
any given price. Unfortunately, without the determination of a regional 
total cost curve, it is difficult to compute marginal costs at a particular 
level of output. The determination of such total cost curves is complex, 
time-consuming, and outside the scope of this study.
As a result, a simple but less theoretically valid comparison is made 
based upon average costs of representative farms in each region. These 
costs are computed from farm budgets which are based on representative 
production practices and expenses. Only under the highly restrictive 
assumption that the firms in each region are in equilibrium will the costs 
thus computed approximate marginal costs at the particular level of output. 
In this case, under competitive conditions, marginal and average costs will 
be equal. Nevertheless, the estimates derived allow qualitative 
conclusions to be drawn about relative competitiveness, at least in the 
short-run.
Yearly per acre published production budgets were gathered for 
Ontario (Bradford Marshes), Quebec, California (Kern County), South Texas
3 it should be stressed that this comparison has little if anything to do 
with the basic trade theory concept of comparative advantage. This theory 
demonstrates that global economic welfare can be increased if nations are 
allowed to specialize in the production of those commodities in which they 
are most efficient. The theory is founded on cost comparisons across 
industries within individual countries, rather than between countries.
Given fixed resources in each country and competitive markets, the 
comparative efficiency of production in alternative domestic industries, 
combined with consumer preferences, determines the pattern of production 
and the gains from trade. Production cost comparisons across countries 
refer to absolute rather than comparative advantage. The theory clearly 
demonstrates that the comparison of absolute costs among countries provides 
little guidance to the pattern of trade that might result under competitive 
conditions.
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(Rio Grande Valley), and Southwest Texas (Winter Garden) for the 1976-86 
period. Budgets for each region are not available for every year. A 1986 
budget was estimated for New York (Orange County). Although Quebec and 
Ontario compete more directly with the Northeast and Midwest, published 
production budgets could not be obtained for these regions.
The use of irrigation, custom harvesting, and packout. rates vary by 
region Texas and California producers irrigate and custom harvest, while 
New York and Canadian producers do not irrigate and operate their own 
combines Budgets from the six regions were placed in a standardized 
format (for the complete set of budgets and procedures see Bierlen). Costs 
were divided into fixed and variable. Budgets were aggregated across 
certain items m  some^areas for purposes of comparability. Relevant costs 
nclu.de soil preparation, growing, and harvesting, but do not include an 
allowance for producer labor and management. The average cost per bag (50 
pounds) was found by dividing the total cost per acre by the packout rate 
which is the average number of bags salable on the fresh market per acre 
The break-even cost (average cost per bag) is the price per bag which the 
producer must receive to cover all the included costs.
A few comments should be made about the preparation of budgets The 
approach usually taken .is to prepare budgets that are representative of 
costs in the regions. Published budgets in general axe poor in stating
TrlZll±0nSl ^ ni °neS US6d in this stud^ ^  exception; the majfr 
v i u faLlure to state tbe method of depreciation. The 1986 New
Ines Th^N vt0vb! independently devel°Ped t0 the lack of published ones The New York budget assumed carrots and onions were planted equally '
™  “ reS 1  mu?kland in New York. A s e p t i c ™  w ^ a d econcerning production practices and ownership of machinery. Cost estimates 
were derived from published sources, suppliers, and New York producers,
. AveraSe cost Per nominal U.S. and Canadian dollars for the
regions considered are presented in table 4 . 1 . In spite of higher 
inflation Canadian dollar costs are competitive with U.S. costs expressed 
xn U.S. dollars. New York (1986) and California are■the lowest cost 
producers. Ontario costs are lower than both regions in Texas. Quebec is 
the highest cost producer, but it is competitive with the two Texas 
regions With packout rates of 700 bags and over, California and New York 
are the lowest cost producers in the'United States. Ontario is the lowest 
cost producer m  Canada; packout rates are the largest determinant of 
average costs per bag. Not having to install and operate irrigation 
equipment aids in keeping New York, Quebec, and Ontario costs competitive. 
In 1- 86 , irrigation costs added 35 cents and 15 cents per bag to costs in 
Southwest and South Texas, respectively.
* en Canadian costs are converted to U.S. dollars, the results are as 
though Canadian costs had not increased over the 1976 to 1986 period. This 
is. shown in table 4.2. From 1981 to 1986 Ontario costs (U.S.$) are 
generally below all U.S, regions; and Quebec costs are below the Texas 
regions. The gap between Quebec, and New York and California costs, has 
.narrowed, Quebec costs have actually declined in U.S.' dollars since 1976.
As indicated in section 3 above, the change in the exchange rate has 
more than offset any difference in the rate of increase in costs between
29
Table 4.1. U.S. and Ganadlan Carrot Production Costs per Bag in 
National Currencies
Year N.Y. SW Texas S. Texas Cal. Ont. Que.
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986 $1.57
$1.67
$1.82
$1.85
$1.87
$2.01
$2.05
$2.14
$2.17
$2.39
$2.47
$2.46
$1.86
$1.96
$2.11
$2.26
$2.31
$1.52
$1.65
$1.43
$1.85
$1.87
$1,95
$2.02
$1.94
$2.04
$2.22
$2.32
$2.28
$2.31
$2.58
Source: Bierlen.
Table 4.2. U.S. and Canadian Carrot Production Costs per Bag in U.S 
Dollars
Year N.Y. S.W . Texas S. Texas Cal. Ont. Que.
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986 $1.57
Source: Bierlen.
$1,67
$1.82
$1.85
$1.87
$2.01
$2.05
$2.14
$2.17
$2.39
$2.47
$2.46
$1.45 $1.97
$1.74
$1.86 $1.90
$1.96 $1.52 $1.54 $1.94
$1.52 $1.85
$2.11 $1.87
$2.26 $1.43
$2.31 $1.65 $1.46 $1.86
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lndUStry aS a whole’ As a result, the depreciation of Canadian dollar against its U.S. counterpart has improved the 
competitive position of Canadian exporters as a whole in U.S. markets 
However, this conclusion may not necessarily hold for producers and 
exporters ofcarrots. It is possible that their costs relative to U S 
competitors have increased more rapidly than for other Canadian industries 
This possibility may be examined by calculating an index of competitiveness 
in section^3"11 C°mparing thls to the economy-wide index presented earlier
1 tUnafe lyl •aS may be Seen from table 4 -X. the cost estimatesavailable to make this comparison for carrots are limited. A reasonably
oc,np ete series exists only for 5.W. Texas and Quebec. As a consequence 
the index was calculated from the figures for these two regions with 1976
as a base year. Missing years for Quebec were estimated by linear 
m  erpo ation. The resulting index and its economy-wide counterpart are 
graphed in figure 4.1. This chart suggests that the rate of increase in
United' s t V ° Sth  "  Carr°tS ln Canada has been than that in theUnited States. As a result, the index of competitiveness for carrots has
increased at a more rapid rate than the general index of competitiveness 
If this is the case, chen the change in the dollar exchange rate has been
iXiiyn^Twhour the Canadlan carrot lndustry than for the Canadian
This conclusion is dependent on the data used, and in particular the
H T T f 10^  °°St Characteristk s of the two regions. As indicated easierboth of these regions are relatively high cost areas in their respective 
national, contexts Quebec costs are higher than those, in Ontario. Texas 
costs are higher than those in New York and California. However the 
absolute cost levels are not in themselves significant for the comparison 
of changes in competitiveness. What is important is how costs have changed 
through time, and whether these changes are reasonably representative for 
the industries in the two countries as a whole. Since Texas produclrs use 
mgation and custom harvesting, their costs are probably less 
representative for northeast or midwest producers than they are for other 
southern or western producers. The increased cost of energy in
particular, has probably had a greater impact on irrigated production than 
on nomrrigated production. F ™ an
, AS H r r r nce;.the index °f relatlv6 competitiveness based upon Quebec and S.W Texas figures probably does not provide a reliable estimate 
of changes m  the competitive position of Canadian and northern U S 
producers If data were available to make the calculations, this’index 
would probably have increased at a slower rate than the carrot index in 
figure 4.1. However, it is unlikely that the qualitative conclusion which 
may be drawn from the chart would be different. The competitive position 
of Canadian producers has probably improved significantly relative to all 
U.S. regions as a result of the depreciation of the Canadian dollar.
Canadian Government Programs
When U.S. Industries complain about "unfair competition” from 
imports, the basis of their complaints often centers on government 
subsidization. U.S. producers argue that due to foreign government
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subsidies they are priced out of the domestic market. In effect, domestic 
producers are not competing against foreign  producers, but the exchequers 
of foreign governments. The purpose o f this section is to quantify the 
magnitude of Canadian government subsidies to Quebec and Ontario carrot 
producers. Subsidies are defined as direct government expenditures or 
intervention that reduce producer costs or raise producer income.
_ _ Subsidization may Increase net income by either reducing costs or by
s ta h n f ° ^ pUt p r lo e s ' I f  minimum or f lo o r  prices are set, as in income 
s ta b iliza tio n  programs, returns can be Increased and price  risk  reduced
Increased net income and reduced price risk via government subsidies are
likely to result in increased production in the long run.
. ^bere are three levels of Canadian government subsidies affecting
a fe?eral S^ernment programs, provincial government programs, 
and joint federal-provincial programs. Of the latter programs, the federal
government signs unique agreements with each province and the provincial 
government has the option of nonparticipation.
Canadian government programs fall under one of four categories- 
credit, grants, crop insurance, and price stabilization. Both the federal 
and provincial governments offer agricultural credit. The Farm Credit 
Corporation (federal government) is the largest lender. The province of 
Ontario does not lend to agricultural producers, but rather has programs 
which make payments to reduce interest on loans through other farm fending 
grantr»MlnhWa pr°duoers Participate. Many programs are in the form of
for sna d° haVe C° be repaid- Suoh grants are generally awardedfor specific purposes, e.g., tile drainage or cold storage facilities and 
pay one-fourth to one-half of capital costs. '
„ There are j°lnt federal-provincial crop insurance programs; producers 
pay 50 percent o f  the premium and the federal and p rov incia l governments 
share the remaining costs. Under the federal agricultural stabilization 
act, producers are guaranteed a return on named commodities of at least 90 
percent o f  the average price  over the previous fiv e  years. Support prices 
are fixed  annually Guaranteed returns may Increase year to year due to 
increasing land va lues, causing a ratchet effect.
The first step In quantifying the magnitude of subsidies is to list 
a. programs that directly benefited producers in the 1970-84 period 
These programs are listed in table 4.3 (for a more detailed description, 
see Bierlen). The annual expenditures on fresh carrots under these
programs are estimated for the years in parentheses after the program's 
titie Expenditures could not be obtained in all oases. Those programs
inkhe1? 1 fl?u^ s co“ld obtained are denoted by a number in parentheses 
the two right hand columns under Quebec and Ontario. When the fiscal 
year and calendar year do not coincide, the expenditures in the fiscal year 
are allocated to the respective calendar year on the basis of the number of 
months of each calendar year present in the fiscal year. To calculate the 
subsidy on loans, the average yearly interest rate for the loan program Is 
subtracted from the prime rate plus 2 1/2 percent for long-term loans and 
1 1/2 percent for medium-term loans. The Interest differential is 
considered to be a subsidy. The subsidized interest rate is multiplied by
33
Table 4.3. Canadian Federal and Provincial Government Programs_______
Quebec Ontario
Federal Programs ;
Farm Credit Corp. Lending Program (1970-84)
FCC Farm Syndicates Credit Act (1970-84) 
Federal Business Development Bank (1970-84) 
Veteran's Land Act (1970-84)
Fruit and Veg. Cold Storage Program (1974-84) 
Crop Insurance (1978-84)
Agricultural Stabilization Act (1976 and 1982) 
Advance Payments for Crops Act 
Housing for Seasonal Workers 
Small Farm Development Program
(1) 0-)
(i) a)(i) a)
( 1 )  a )
(2)  O )
(4) (5)
(6) (6)
Quebec Programs
Act to Promote Development 
Act to Promote Development 
Improvements
Act to Promote Development
of Ag. Operations, Grants 
of Ag. Operations, Land
of Ag. Operations,
Development of Unused Lands 
Development, Improvement and Maintenance of 
Municipal Watercourses
Underground Drainage 
Farm Credit Act
Act to Promote Special Credit to Farm Producers 
During Critical Periods 
Farm Improvement Act
Interest Subsidy to Quebec Borrowers for F.C.C. and V.L.A 
Partial Reimbursement of Municipal and School Taxes 
Subsidy for the Purchase of Ground Ag. Limestone
Subsidy for Marl
Assistance for the Transportation of Granulated 
Fertilizers 
Horticultural Storage
Ontario Programs
Tile Drainage Act (1970-84)
Dev. of Ag. Drainage and Water Resources (1970-84) 
Soil Cons, and Env. Protection Assistance(1983-84) 
Farm Fuels Storage Tanks (1982-83)
Farm Wells
Young Farmers Credit Program 
Ontario Farm Adjustment Assistance Program 
Ontario Beginning Farmer Assistance Programs 
Farm Tax Reduction
Ont. Family Farm Interest Rate Reduction Program 
Farm Operating Credit Assistance Program 
Ontario Storage and Packing Assistance Program
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(3)
-continued-
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Table 4.3 Continued-
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6) 
(7)
r e c e ip ts .eXP6ndltUre aVeraged over aU  Canadian production
Quebec expenditure averaged over Quebec carrot, beet rutabaea
onion, apple, cabbage, and potato rece ip ts . ’ 6 '
Ontario expenditure averaged over Ontario cabbage cauliflower 
?n*r0f ’ ^pa^sn lp• b e e t ’ rutabaSa > apple, and pear rece ip ts
and :fi^ereecCeip?:ndltUre OVer P*«nip. turnip,
p  £ riS£!sr; caulifl— 'Support on per pound basis for total carrot crop 
veraged over all Ontario production receipts.
Source: Bierlen.
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the average yearly credit outstanding to estimate average yearly subsidized 
interest.
In order to gauge the size of the subsidies, there is a need to 
standardize the subsidy amounts. There are three methods of doing thi ^  ^
The subsidy can be expressed per producer, per acre °r fi „
percentage of farm receipts. There are problems with the first two
methods. An agricultural census is only taken every y®a^  ermore
and the number of producers is not known on a yearly basis, F^tbermore, 
carrot producers often grow vegetables other than carrots, so , f .
number of carrot producers in a given year is not a particularly meaningful 
W b for comparison. Finally, it is often impossible to separate monies 
that the producer receives for carrots from those for other vegetables 
When orchards and cattle ranches are involved in niultipie-crop enterp ,
it is inappropriate to use acres as a unit of standardizati . y y
expressing subsidies as a percentage of farm receipts can the abo
problems be avoided.
Many of the recorded subsidy payments are often not disaggregated by 
Individual commodities. Recorded expenditures often apply to all nat10n 
or provincial agricultural producers. When the subsidy could n 
disaggregated for carrots, it was assumed that carrot producers recei 
the f L e  proportion of the total subsidy as their percentage of total farm 
receipts. The footnotes in table 4.3 indicate what receipts are used to 
average program expenditures. The farm receipts for carrot producers in 
Quebec and Ontario include both fresh and processing carro s.
In order to estimate the total effect of the programs, total payments 
were summed across all programs for which' expenditures were callable The 
estimated total subsidy in Canadian dollars, subsidies as a percentage 
fresh and processing carrot farm receipts, and subsidy per pound are listed 
in tables 4.4 and 4 5  for Quebec and Ontario. Because the analysis assumes 
that carrot growers receive average benefits in some programs, subsidies as 
a percentage of farm receipts are highly dependent on interest rates 
fluctuating farm receipts, and stabilization board payments. Due to the 
above and the fact that all programs in the period do not run concurrently, 
only the range of subsidies will be discussed rather than the specific
figures.
For Quebec, annual estimated subsidies as a percentage of carrot farm 
receipts range from 0.6 percent to 14.6 percent. The average is 2.9 
percent and the standard deviation is 3.44 percent. This ^ “des on y
federal subsidies, as Quebec program expenditures w e r e receiptl is 
Ontario the range of subsidies as a percentage of carrot farm receipts is 
i T t o  U  l percent. The average is 3.7 percent and the standard deviation 
is 3 7 percent The annual subsidy per pound for Quebec ranges from 0.02 
to 0'69 cents and for Ontario it ranges from 0.04 to 0.61 cents There is 
£  d i s e a s e  trend in the Quebec subsidies. For Ontario, subsidies have 
increased since 1979. The difference in trend between the two may e 
explained by the fact that the Ontario figures include payments under the 
Ontario cold storage program, whereas the Quebec cold .tor.g* Program is
not included in the Quebec figures. Payments were made to parrot produc
under the agricultural stabilization program for the 1975 and 1982 crops,
36
Table 4.4. Subsidies to Quebec Carrot Producers in Canadian Dollars
Percent
Year of receipts
1970 ^ 1.3
1971 0.8
1972 0.6
1973 1.3
1974 1.5
1975 4.6
1976 1.5
1977 1.7
1978 3.0
1979 2.7
1980 3.6
1981 4.0
1982 14.6
1983 1.3
1984 1.4
Estimated
subsidy Cents per pound
($1,000)
$ 43.6 $0.02
23.2 0.02
17.4 0.02
39.8 0.03
61.4 0.05
268.8 0.16
77.9 0.05
90.1 0.06
263.9 0.15
261.2 0.12
677.4 0.25
534.4 0.24
1,462.3 0.69
216.9 0.13
161.7 0.08
Source: Bierlen.
Table 4 '5' Subsidies to 0ntarl° Carrot Producers in Canadian Dollars
Percent
Year of receipts
1970 1.6
1971 1.6
1972 1.3
1973 1.6
1974 3.2
1975 5.5
1976 1.6
1977 1.3
1978 2.1
1979 3.3
1980 3.9
1981 4.3
1982 16.2
1983 3.3
1984 4.1
Estimated
subsidy Cents per pound
($1,000)
$ 63.3 $0.04
47.8 0.05
50.0 0.04
58.4 0.04
121.6 0.08
258.4 0.12
76.5 0.0684.1 0.07
244.4 0.12274.5 0.12
306.3 0.26
504.5 0.24
1,678.2 0.61
761.0 0.30
406.8 0.14
Source: Bierlen.
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the two years in which subsidies as a percentage of cash receipts were 
highest.
An alternative way to evaluate the size of government subsidies is to
z x z z z z  r
^ - e r ^ t a h l e l "  The' figures ^ ^ - - / ^ ^ f - X f p e r f e n t ^ r ^
relative J a  y e a A /h i g h  stabilization
percent. The latter figure c P  ^ which are mGre nwerous, suggest a
program payments. The Ontario S ’ fche stabilization payment
range of roughly 1 percent to P ‘ 6 percent of productionyear of 1982 is excluded, the range is roughly 1-6 percent or p
costs.
Table 4 6 Canadian Government Subsidies Relative to Production Costs p
Pound (Canadian) in Ontario and Quebec ____ .
Year
Production
costs
Government
subsidies Percent
Production
costs
Government
subsidies Percent
1976
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
3.88
4.08
4.44
4.64
4.56
4.62
0.05
0.12
0.25
0.24
0.69
0.13
1.3
2.9
5.6
5.2
15.1
2.8
2.86
NA
NA
3.70
3.74
NA
0.05
0,12
0.25
0.24
0.69
0.13
1.7
NA
NA
6.5
18.4
NA
Source : Calculated from tables 4.1f 4.4 and 4.5.
Apart from those years in which stabilization payments were made the
size of the subsidies paid to Canadian carrot " f  £ rge
* of receipts or production costs, does not appear to be l g •
s L H h e  subsides are not targeted .
increased°production,^1 though this depends on whether subsidy payments 
have changed the returns in the are not specific
alternative crops. Since many o 6 *v «. j tn the maintenance of income
and^sse^values ^ e ^ r n  ^ ^ g r ^ i t u r .  in general, without having 
T m a r ^ d  effect upon the level of output of carrots per «. 
consequence * ^ ^ “ ^Cta" ^ ughete^ ative, is reinforced by further
fvhs in section 5 In which the relative magnitude of government
“ bsfdies is cohered to some of the other factors affecting producer
returns from exports.
Storage
As previously discussed in section 2 above, storage_£“f ^ ” hf e
marketing" season and results £ Y c e 3  W - ^ ^ C a r r o t  arecurrently 1970s, most Canadian exports had ceased V  January, 
exported through March and often into April. If exports
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3 1<>nSer mark6tin®during a shorter period. The quantitv o f £Ugh lncreased shipments 
has not increased as dramatically as total m a r k e t i n g 5 eXported per months-urLrs-i- — ~: ~rS‘KL-y-E-a
™ • “ *8* —
storage as a means to greater food securitv^^' anadlan policymakers saw 
in increasing the ratio of L  ? /  J '. Increased storage has aided
“ hr^ e^isj £ E E F d“ lc
-  ald
The Programs contributed one-third to one-fourth o l ^ i £ i ‘^ “ sPr0gr“ 8) ‘
i- a profitable
facilitator of exports is s t L , H , . ! ! 5  subsidies, then storage's role as a 
increased production and export! “  C°Uld be arSued that
intervention. Cost-return studies L ™  °ccurred even without government 
in both Quebec and Ontario Returns »  undertaken for storage structures
prices from a base harvest'month Ind t h e % ! u P U - th6 dlfference ln
and variable costs of a typical storage unit wlr^esttaSd"0^ '
Semi-perishable commodities such as carrot* u _ J . 
period and sold out of storage throughout the ™ f r  T h f f H f  “  3 brlef 
year carry over. Prices risp i-hrnucriisi +. ^  ' lhere ls no year-to-
costs. It is assumed that seasonal prices L r ! ! m c i e n ! T i0n °f StoraSe
producers to sell and others to continue holding inventorifs^r^ 
of greater returns. As the fniinHina u _ 6 1 tories in expectation
-  «■* > » . pric-  4-°p -exceed the costs of storage Rprniloo <? . ,ns trom storage meet or
Montreal and Toronto terminal market p r i c e s ^ r e ^ e d ^ o ^ t '
returns. Both markets exhibit rising prices throughout t L  s t o ^ g f L ^ ^ n
0.97 for the ten-year p e r i o f " d i n g  in i g ^  S S o n t r ^ l " 1 T°r°nt° ls 
wholesale prices were examined to fe e  if they contfiffd 1 Tor°nt° 
trend over the 1970-85 period. To test for this fi seasonal price
dividing November through April's prices by October'’TtrlcTf ^
marketing year. If these ratios increase (decrease) it indie t "“ef 
potential storage price premium is Increasing (decreasing ffd fb ^  the 
possible structural change took place in the market Eafh !  b ?  SOne 
for the period was graphed. T h e L  graphs r e v ^ f l e s s  r t  
more recent years, but do not suggest that the potential returns to .t-L1" 
have increased or decreased systematically through time. orage
Storage in Quebec.. Quebec fresh carrot production areas are a
in close proximity to Montreal. Agriculture Canada quote!W e e k l y  p r i c f
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It
spreads for 24-2 Quebec carrots on the Montreal terminal mark gspreads nor w , - , 1970-71 to 1984-85 period and thenmonthly prices were calculated for the iy/u /i co j. -i
d e f l a t e d ^  the Canadian wholesale index where November 1985 is equal to 1.
October's price is subtracted from January and the following months prices
to obtain the monthly price premium for storage for each of the 15
marketing years. These price premiums were averaged for the 1970 /
through 1984-85 period.
In order to derive returns to storage, the volume placed into storage 
and the pattern of removals must be known. The Quebec monthly storage 
statistics are used to calculate removals. Agriculture Canada conducts 
storage census on the first day of the months of November through May. 
is assumed that November is the first month of storage, e s o S 
fully loaded on the first of November, and, beginning in January, i 
gradually emptied until supplies are exhausted at the end of May^ Carrots 
are actually withdrawn from storage in November and December m  Que 
it is assumed that these are from nonrefrigerated storage.
To calculate the pattern of removals in Quebec, the storage figures 
for January and the following months were divided by January s figure so 
that each month's storage figure is a percentage of January s. In this 
manner, percentages are computed each year and averaged for the 
1984-85 period. This is the percentage of total capacity that on average, 
was being used for storage on the first of each month. With this 
information, the gross returns for a representative 862 ton Quebec sto,rage 
facility can be computed (see Bierlen for a description of the Quebec 
storage structure and further details on data employed).
A major consideration in the calculation of returns is the loss due 
to spoilage. Due to deterioration, the longer carrots are store , e
higher this spoilage or cull rate. Cull rates are highly variable. In the 
analysis, a 20 percent initial (time of harvest) cull rate is a®s“m ®d ' 25 
percent in January and February, and 35 percent in March through M a y .
These rates were estimated through conversations with packers and extension 
agents in Quebec and Ontario.
The monthly value of tons marketed is obtained by multiplying the 
total storage capacity by the percentage coming out of storage, by^ e 
noncull rate, and the monthly storage premium. The percentage coming out 
of storage for a month is the percentage of capacity in storage on the 
first of that month less the percentage on the first of the following 
month. The yearly gross storage returns are the sum of the monthly 
returns. The Quebec monthly and yearly gross storage returns (excluding
waste) are in table 4.7.
An added cost is incurred in storage through the loss of some of the 
stored quantity because of deterioration in storage. There are two ways in 
which such culls may he valued. One is to use the market price at he h  
of their removal from storage (the "opportunity cost approach). The o 
is to use the market price at the time of harvesting (the sunk cost 
approach) . In order to derive the opportunity cost valuation the 
additional quantity of carrots which is lost due to deterioration 
storage is multiplied by the storage month s market price. This resu 
an estimate of the average loss due to additional storage waste of $18,756.
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Table 4.7. Gross Returns for a Representative Quebec Storage 
Month
1■ Returns Excluding Storage WasfP
January: 862 tons x 0.38 x 0.75 - 245.67 tons 
245.67 tons @ $91.60 =
February: 862 tons x 0.30 x 0.75 - 193 qs m-nc 
193.95 tons @ $134.30 =
March: 862 tons x 0.21 x 0.65 = 117.66 tons 
61.63 tons @ $145.20 - 
April: 862 tons x 0.07 x 0.65 = 39 22 ton<?
39.22 tons <a $189,60 - 
May: 862 tons x 0.04 x 0.65 - 22.41 tons
22.41 tons @ $196.40 =
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste
Returns
$22,503
26,047
17,085
7,436
4,402
$77,473
11 * Gross Return_- Sunk Cost Met-hnH
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste 
Storage Waste Valued Harvest at Price 
(70.68 tons (§ $125.00)
Gross Returns
$77,473
-8,835
$68,638
III. Gross Return - Opportunity Cost Mei-hnH 
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste 
January Waste (862 tons x 0.38 x 0.05 x $216 60) 
February Waste (862 tons x 0.30 x 0.05 x $259.3C 
March Waste (862 tons x 0.21 x 0.15 x $270.20) 
April Waste (862 tons x 0.07 x 0.15 x $314.60) 
May Waste (862 tons x 0.04 x 0,15 x $321.40) 
Gross Returns
$77,473
-3,547
-3,363
-7,337
-2,847
-1,662
$58,727
Assumntipng
October cull rate of 20%
January and February cull rate of 25% 
March to May cull rate of 35%
October price of $125/ton
Source: Bierlen. ~  " ~ " “
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Using the sunk cost method to value the additional quantity of culls, the 
figure is $8,835.
The total gross return in November 1985 dollars for a 862 ton Quebec 
storage in a typical year for the 1970-71 to 1984-85 period when it is 
emptied in an average manner is $58,727 with the opportunity cost method 
and $68,636 with the sunk cost method. In order to calculate the net 
return to storage, the cost of storage must be subtracted from the gross 
returns The cost estimates are based on a typical carrot storage 
structure (for a description of this building, ref,rigeratlon estimates an 
example of estimated monthly electrical costs and sources, see Bierlen).
Cost estimates in 1986 Canadian dollars are in table 4.8.
Fixed costs were aggregated and financed over a period of 15 years 
(the assumed life of the structure). The method used is similar to the 
calculation of depreciation and interest charges. The total fixed cost 
with an added finance charge is $203,147. The monthly finance payments are 
$2,504 and the yearly payment is $30,047. Subtraction of t isJJ“oun 
gross returns shows that the yearly variable costs sum to $21 326 T 
rental cost of the forklift, the electricity, the insurance, the hired 
labor and returns to management, and the upkeep of pallets, refr gera ion 
hardware, and building are the major variable costs The yearly net 
returns using the more stringent opportunity cost method of valuing^ 
spoilage are $7,354, a 12.5 percent rate of return. Net returns using the 
sunk cost method of spoilage valuation is $17,265, a 25 percent rate o 
return. These figures show that, on average, the Quebec storage is a 
profitable operation.
In Ontario. The price premiums for storage are calculated 
for an Ontario facility in the same manner and with the same assumptions as 
those for Quebec. Brices used to calculate storage price premiums are from 
the Toronto terminal market. The calculation of withdrawal from storage 
uses Ontario statistics. Assuming the same cull rates as in Quebec, the 
gross returns to storage for Ontario In table 4.9 are $ « , 3 5 3  (opportunity 
cost method). This includes an $18,368 loss due to a cull rate in
storage. When the sunk cost method Is used, the loss is $9,462 and the 
gross returns are $55,508.
The fixed costs total $189,569, which are slightly less than for
Quebec (table 4.10). The number of square feet and the c o s t  per square 
foot were both slightly less than in the Quebec structure 'e^ ted
in a saving of $15,696. The monthly finance payment is $2,336 and tne 
yearly payment is $28,036. The total yearly variable costs are $17,848 and
tota/annCl costs are $45,880. The net return using the opportunity cost 
method is $473, a one per cent rate of return. With the sunk cost metho , 
the annual net return is $9,628, a 15 percent rate of return.
The two cost-return studies do not include family labor costs, and 
the assumption of a constant packer margin is probably S
costs rise with higher cull rates. Thus, packer margins should 
throughout the storage season, with the result that gross returns and net 
returns are reduced. Despite these limitations, the estimates derive 
suggest that storage facilities in both Quebec and Ontario are paying 
propositions. Under a good marketing strategy, with success at keeping
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opportunities ^ approach1 to l l l X s t  With ^  “ “  -ringent
positive. "under t E  sunk " 3^ /  316
O n ^ r tSAare ”  PerC6nt the Quebec structure aid 15 percent°for untario. A government grant would reduce met-* / percent tor
a carrot storage can be bun t ana *. . OSt? and increase profits, butgovernment aid. opera ed profitably without direct
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Table 4.8. Costs and Returns for a Representative Quebec Carrot Storage 
Unit
I . Fixed Costs
Bldg. (1X4 ft x 40 ft x $16.60/sq ft)
Housing for compressors (10 ft x 10 ft x 
$16.60/sq ft)
Electrical system
Refrigeration system (16 and 30 hp with freon-22 
35.29 tons x $2,000)
Humidifier (20 Itrs/hr)
Pallets (1230 x $37.50)
Finance charge(0.005 x $202,136)
Total needed to finance for 15 years
$ 75,696
1,660
7.000
70,580
1.000 
46,200 
$1,011
$203,147
Finance $203,147 at 12.5% interest for 15 
years in equal monthly payments $ 2,504
Yearly finance charge - 12 x $2,504 A $ 30,047
II. Yearly Variable Costs
Repair and upkeep of pallets ($1.25 x 1232) 
Building repair and maintenance 
Forklift fuel and tank rental 
Forklift rental (7.33 months x $750) 
Refrigeration repair and maintenance 
Electrical power
School taxes (0.001823 x $161,356)
Property taxes (0.00206 x $161,356) 
Insurance, building and fixtures 
Insurance, carrots
Hired labor and returns to management 
Interest on operating capital
Total Variable Costs
$ 1,540
650 
135 
5,498 
500 
4,412 
294 
332 
1,565 
603 
3,970 
1,827
B $ 21,326
III. Yearly Fixed and Variable Costs A + B $ 1,373
IV. Net Return - Sunk Cost Method 
$68,638 - $51,373 - $ 17,265
V. Net Return - Opportunity Cost Method
$58,727 - $51,373 - $ 7,354
Source: Bierlen.
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Table 4.9. Gross Returns for a Representative Ontario Storage
Month Returns
1• Returns Excluding Storage Waste
January: 810 x 0.34 x.0.75 - 206.55 tons 
206.55 tons @ $80.00 =
February: 810 x 0.25 x 0.75 - 151.88 tons 
151.88 tons @ $123.20 -■
March: 810 x 0.20 x 0.65 = 105.30 tons 
105.30 tons @ $121.20 - 
April: 810 x 0.09 x 0.65 - 68.45 tons
68.45 tons @ $144.40 =
May: 810 x 0.08 x 0.65 - 42.12 tons
42.12 tons @ $162.40 =
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste
$16,524
18,711
12,762
9,884
6,840
$64,721
11■ Gross Returns - Sunk Cost Method
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste 
Storage Waste Valued at Harvest Price 
73.70 tons @ $125
■ Gross Returns
$64,721
9,213
$55,508
111• Gross Returns - Opportunity Cost Method 
Total Returns Excluding Storage Waste $64,721
January Waste (810 tons x 0.34 x 0.05 x $205.00) 
February Waste (810 tons x 0.25 x 0.05 x $248.20) 
March Waste (810 tons x 0.20 x 0.15 x $246.20) 
April Waste (810 tons x 0.13 x 0.15 x $269.40) 
May Waste (810 tons x 0.08 x 0.15 x $287.40)
Gross Returns
-2,823
-2,513
-5,983
-4,255
-2,794
$46,353
Assumptions
October cull rate of 20%
January and February cull rate of 25% 
March to May cull rate of 35%
October price of $125 per ton
Source: Bierlen.
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Fixed Costs
Bldg. (100 ft x 40 ft x $15.00/sq ft) 
Housing for compressors (10 ft x 10 ft x 
$15.00/sq ft)
Electrical system 
Refrigeration system 
Pallets (1080 x $40.00)
Finance Charge: (0.005 x $188,626)
Total needed to finance for 15 years
Finance $189,569 at 12.5% interest for 15 
years in equal monthly payments
Yearly finance charge (12 x $2,336)
1,500
6,400
77,626
43,200
943
$1897569
$ 2,336
$ 28,336
II. Yearly Variable Costs
Repair and upkeep of pallets ($1.25 x 1080) 
Building repair and maintenance 
Forklift fuel and tank rental 
Forklift rental (7.33 x $835)
Refrigeration repair and maintenance 
Electrical power
Property and school taxes (0.40272 x $1200) 
Insurance, building and fixtures 
Insurance, carrots
Hired labor and returns to management 
Interest on operating capital 
Total Variable Costs
) 1,350
600 
101 
6,123 
500 
2,435 
483 
1,021 
431 
3,275 
1,529
$ 17,848
XII. Yearly Fixed and Variable Costs. A + B $ 45,880
IV. Net Return - Sunk Cost Method 
$55,508 - $45,880 = $ 9,628
v. Net Return - Opportunity Cost Method 
$46,353 - $45,880 - $ 473
Source: Bierlen.
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5. THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FACTORS CONTRIBUTING 
TO INCREASED EXPORTS
increasedtexportsPofI1CanadiVarl'OUS faC£ors whlch may have contributed to 
this sectio^an attLot is »adeCatr°tS ^  be6n individually. In
The basis of the analysis is an ralativa significance,
principal factors on the profitaMlitv effe0t °f Some of theversus a U.S. market The fartni-o 7n sdlPment to a Canadian market 
exchange rate and s to rise T  floated are the effects of the tariff,
marketing year (1985-86) ghow the incentivrforT^3 ^  ShOW ^  * Single 
U.S. markets was influenced by the factors t0 Canadian versus
relative importance of these factors v* n  ted aboye> and the 
between the size of this export innp k  nal*y ’ a comparison is made 
subsidies. P ntlve and domestic government
Approach
Quebec^and^Bradford^Ontario^^The^o^t113^ 6176 Ch°‘?n - S*>- Clotilda, 
bag o f  carrots were estimated fo r  each o f  th e s e "^ 0^ 6 “ nd paoklnS a 24‘ 2 an analysis of the monthly returns from cu • * egions. For Ste. Clotilde
wholesale market (Montreal) and to a qi* t0 & nearb^ Canadian
performed. These two sh ipp in fonM  r P *  market (Buffalo) is
except that the Canadian markft was Toronto 3 In ^ °"Sidared _for Bradford, 
transportation charges were added to growing and p ic k in g  Ca*Culabe c o s t s -
Shipment to Canadian markets, these three charges constftutetb l”  , costs for the first month (October^ w  n constitute the total
additional storage charge is added <m  ecember through February an 
cross into the United States the U S deStined for Buffalo
the above charges. For Buffalo the rot- f ff T 1 be paid in addition to
packing, transportation, and the 5 S t ^ r i f f ^ 8 pr°duction'
in terminal markets10" ForPshipmenLrO UBuffiObathisU?sninhS Priae ^eceived For comparison reasons Buffalo TT c ^nn  l Cnis ls ln u -s* dollars.«-*?“ m u ... m  t~ m stt;? “ •greater than one, there is an *. P ? 1 U,S* dollar is
exchanged for Canadian. Therefore, t h e O r L r i n  tte^uf/iS' ar*
decomposed into the price in Canadian dollars (ass^inf theOw CaI\ be
are on par) and the exchange rate premium in c ! ^  currencies
ere ca lcu lated  by subtracting costs from gross returns' returns
returns for shipments to Canadian markets from the Ruff n 7 subtractinS net 
advantage of shipping to Buffalo can be determined. retUrns- the
Gross Returns
average Monthly t h e X ^ Y f ' fr°“ theThe midpoints of daily Drioe snrendo hree wholesale markets.
price spreads were averaged f Y Z n Y Y a n l Y f  ?Uffal°’ and weekly
equal volumes were sold on a daily and weekly basis°and Y t  afSUmed that
carrots in the three markets was sim ilar. Generallv or ices  Y  q“ a 7 ° ftime. Buffalo prices in tt q i generally, prices increase overaio prices, in U.S. dollars, are comparable to Montreal and
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Toronto prices, and, when converted to Canadian dollars, are significantly 
higher. Toronto prices are above Montreal prices for all months.
The exchange rate premium denotes the additional Canadian dollars 
received in the Buffalo market because the U.S. and Canadian dollar are not 
at par. The returns from the exchange rate premium are large (table 5.1). 
They range from over $2 to $3.51 per bag and fluctuate directly with the 
U.S. dollar price in the Buffalo market. The exchange rate premium is the 
cause of a significant gap between the realized price in the Buffalo and 
the Canadian markets.
The Buffalo market has the largest realized price, followed by 
Toronto and Montreal. The large difference between the Buffalo realized 
price and those in Canadian markets is primarily due to the exchange rate 
premium.
Costs
Costs are calculated in Canadian dollars for a 50 pound master 
container; this is based on the assumption that 800 masters are shipped in 
a 40 foot refrigerated van. Total costs include production, packaging, 
transportation, U.S, tariff, and storage. The first column of table 5.1 
contains 1986 Quebec and Ontario production costs per bag. These serve as 
proxies for 1985 production costs, as 1985 Quebec production costs are not 
available. Ontario production costs at $2.02 are 56 cents lower than those 
of Quebec.
Packing costs are estimated at $3.50 per bag for both regions and are 
assumed to be constant throughout the marketing season. Packing costs 
include grading, sorting, washing, and packaging. The cost of these 
services was estimated from conversations with packers in Quebec and 
Ontario. The assumption of constant packing cost should be treated with 
caution since packing costs are highly dependent on cull rates. More labor 
is required to pack carrots with a high cull rate. Thus, packing costs 
after November would be expected to be higher than those in October.
Transportation costs were estimated from conversations with packer- 
shippers in Bradford and Ste. Clotilde. St. Clotilde transportation costs 
are slightly higher than those from Bradford. For shipments to Buffalo 
this higher rate appears justified because of the greater distance from 
Ste. Clotilde to Buffalo than from Bradford to Buffalo. It might appear 
that the transportation charge from Ste. Clotilde to Buffalo is not 
commensurate with the mileage, in comparison to the charge from Ste. 
Clotilde to Montreal. Because of fixed costs there tends to be a minimum 
charge in truck transportation. With increasing distance the cost per mile 
declines. This makes closer destinations more costly per mile in 
comparison to more distant destinations.
The U.S. tariff of 25 cents (U.S.) is based on a master container of 
50 pounds and a one-half cent per pound tariff; this was multiplied by the 
monthly exchange rate to determine its value in Canadian dollars. The 
tariff and extra transportation charges are the additional costs incurred 
in Buffalo shipments. The tariff does not appear to be significant in 
relation to the other costs. It represents a payment of $280 (Can.$) per
Ma
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van load. At current prices, the pre-1969 tariff would have been as much 
as $500 (Canadian) per load (assuming the two currencies were on par). If 
the Buffalo cash sales price (Canadian dollars) were closer to total costs 
and to Canadian market prices, then the tariff would be more significant. 
Because the Buffalo price advantage is high due to the exchange rate 
premium, in this particular example, the tariff is less important. This is 
true despite the fact that the appreciation of the U.S. dollar against the 
Canadian dollar has also caused the tariff in Canadian dollars to increase.
Storage costs are 31 cents per master container per month in Quebec 
and 27 cents in Ontario. This was estimated by dividing the total storage 
costs for each storage structure in the cost-return study of section 4 by 
the number of nonculled bags, and dividing this figure in turn by 7.33 
months, the number of months carrots are in storage. Storage costs were 
incurred for the months of December, January, and February and were 
calculated from mid October to the middle of the month in which the carrots 
were shipped. Storage costs do not include producer labor.
Total costs are given in column ten and sum the costs in the 
preceding five columns. Total Quebec costs are higher than those of 
Ontario due to higher production, transportation, and storage costs. Costs 
in both regions increase with time due to storage.
Net Returns
The net return given in table 5.1 is the realized price (including 
the exchange rate premium for Buffalo) less total costs. Net return is 
greatest for shipping to Buffalo, and lowest for Montreal. Because of 
lower costs, the total return for shipping from Bradford to Buffalo is 
higher than the shipment from Ste. Clotilde to Buffalo. This is consistent 
with Buffalo having the highest realized price. Except for October, total 
returns in Buffalo exceed $3 dollars per bag. Net returns increase over 
time, reflecting the profitability of storage.
The Buffalo advantage computed in table 5.1 is calculated as the 
difference between net return from selling in Buffalo less the net return 
from selling in the alternative Canadian market. The Buffalo advantage for 
Ste. Clotilde is consistently larger than that of Bradford because of Ste. 
Clotilde's lower total return. The Buffalo advantage ranges from $0.62 
(Canadian) to $3.09, which is similar to the magnitude of the exchange rate 
premium. This clearly demonstrates that it was more profitable to ship to 
Buffalo as opposed to shipping to Montreal or Toronto, and if the exchange 
rate premium were to decrease, the Buffalo advantage would follow suit.
Export Incentives in Comparison to Government Subsidies
From the figures in table 5.1 and the earlier information on the size 
of subsidies in table 4.6, it is possible to provide a rough comparison of 
the importance of subsidies for Canadian producers relative to the premium 
from selling in U.S., rather than Canadian, markets. Table 5,2 presents 
this comparison using 1986 figures where these are available.
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Table 5.2. Compairlson of the Relative Size of Canadian Government
Subsidies and Premiums for Sale in U.S. Market (Canadian cents 
per pound)
Average
Average U.S. market Percentage of
Production government sales production cost
cost
<D
subsidy
(2)
premium
(3) 'Subsidy
Sales
premium
Quebec 5.16 0.28 5.5 5 107
Ontario 4.04 0.31 2.3 8 57
Sources: (1) From table 4. 1 for 1986 on a per pound basis.
(2) Average of subsidies for 1980-84 from tables 4.4 and 4.5.
(3) Average Buffalo advantage for October through February for 
1985-86 season from table 5.1 on a per pound basis.
The first column contains estimated production costs for Quebec and 
Ontario in Canadian cents per pound. These costs were derived from the 
production budgets discussed earlier in section 4. The second column is a 
representative” subsidy level derived by averaging the yearly estimates of 
subsidies for 1980-84, also discussed in section 4. The third column gives 
the average seasonal premium for selling in the United States (Buffalo 
market) rather than in a nearby Canadian market (Montreal or Toronto)
These premiums are contained in table 5.1.
The final two columns of table 5.2 express the subsidies and the U.S. 
market premiums relative to production costs. They demonstrate that the 
government subsidy is relatively small (5-8 percent) but that the market 
premium from exporting to the United States is large (57-107 percent). As 
was indicated above, this market premium is due primarily to the difference 
in currency values and the returns to storage. It is possible that 
producers would not receive all the sales premium from exports indicated in 
table 5.2. Part of the additional profits from exports may be retained by 
shippers and handlers, rather than by producers. However, even under a 
conservative assumption that producers receive only 50 percent of the extra 
returns for shipment to the United States, it is apparent that the relative 
®1gniflcance of market-generated export returns for Canadian producers is 
likely to be of far greater significance in influencing exports than 
government subsidies.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This study has examined the factors that have influenced economic 
incentives for shipping Canadian fresh carrots to the United States. The 
exchange rate, the U.S. tariff, and Florida production problems are factors 
external to Canadian agriculture and production costs; Canadian government 
subsidies and the profitability of storage are factors internal to Canadian 
agriculture. These factors were quantified where possible and the 
relationship between the factors and increased Canadian shipments was 
established.
Since 1976 the U.S. dollar has appreciated about 30 percent against 
the Canadian dollar. This has resulted in a sizable exchange rate premium 
when Canadian carrots are shipped to the United States. When carrots are 
sold in Buffalo, as opposed to Montreal or Toronto, they yield 
substantially higher net returns in Canadian dollars.
Concessions made in GATT negotiations have changed the U.S. tariff on 
Canadian carrots from a 12.5 percent ad valorem to a specific tariff of 
one-half cent per pound. The latter results in an approximately 3 to 5 
percent ad valorem tariff in U.S. dollars. This has resulted in relatively 
lower costs for exporters. But the appreciation of the U.S. dollar has 
increased the tariff in Canadian dollars, and, thus, has negated the impact 
of some of the reduction.
During the 1960s, Florida fresh carrot production began to increase 
and by the late 1970s was an important factor in markets east of the 
Mississippi and in Eastern Canada. After the first of the year, Florida 
competes with Canada in some of these U.S. markets. In the 1980s, disease 
and frost damage reduced Florida shipments. Canadian industry personnel 
claim that they were able to take advantage of this situation by increasing 
their shipments. Although the above scenario appears reasonable, the 
method needed to verify the linkage between Florida production problems and 
increased Canadian exports is beyond the scope of this study.
An analysis of comparative costs showed that if the difference in the 
exchange rate is not considered, Canadian production costs were generally 
higher than those in the United States. However, when costs per bag were 
converted to U.S. dollars, Ontario costs were slightly below all U.S. 
regions, and Quebec was in the middle of the U.S. range of costs. The 
appreciation of the U.S. dollar against the Canadian dollar resulted in 
Canadian production costs in U.S. dollars remaining stable over the 1976-86 
period. Calculation of an index of relative competitiveness based upon 
data for Quebec and S.W. Texas suggests that the change in the exchange 
rate has had a substantial effect upon the competitive position of Canadian 
producers. For the two regions analyzed, the impact of the change in the 
value of the dollar on the competitive position of carrot producers has 
been greater than for the Canadian industry as a whole.
An attempt was made to estimate the value of Canadian government 
subsides to carrot producers. Unfortunately, this was not entirely 
satisfactory; the method is dependent on the prime rate and farm receipts, 
not all program expenditures are available, and information on expenditures 
disaggregated to the fresh carrot level is not available. Despite these
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limitations, it appears that in comparison to the effects of the exchange 
rate, subsidies are relatively small even if the upper end of the estimates 
is assumed. Subsidies are not necessarily unimportant, but they are not a 
direct incentive for shipment to the United States as opposed to Canada. 
Subsides may have been a factor in contributing to increased supply in 
Canada and, hence, increased exports to the United States.
Estimates of costs and returns demonstrate that storing carrots in 
Canada appears to be profitable. Using alternative assumptions on the 
valuation of storage waste, net returns on investment are estimated to 
range from 12.5 to 25 percent for Quebec and 1 to 15 percent for Ontario. 
The necessary incentives for building storage are in place and storage can 
be operated profitably without government building programs. Although 
government aid has been provided for storage, the use of storage would 
probably have increased even without such aid.
Due to the magnitude of the exchange rate premium (up to 40 percent) 
this has to be considered the primary factor in changing the incentive for 
the export of carrots to the United States. When some U.S. markets are 
just a short distance away and net returns substantially exceed those in 
domestic markets, the incentive for redirecting shipments to the United 
States is large. Although the costs of exporting are slightly higher than 
selling domestically, there are additional returns in the U.S. market of 
roughly $1 to $3 dollars per bag, about the range of the exchange rate 
premium.
The expansion of storage is another important factor in explaining 
increased exports. Storage enables exporters to increase their shipments 
with less risk of depressing prices by extending the marketing season. 
Because storing is profitable, production is increased, and more carrots 
are available to be exported after the first of the year. Producers 
increase income not only by additional production, but also by adding value 
to stored carrots.
A decrease in tariffs as a result of the Tokyo/Geneva Round of GATT 
negotiations may have been a factor in increasing exports, but not to the 
extent of the above two. The tariff as a percentage of total export costs 
is about 3 percent, while the exchange rate premium is about 25 percent of 
returns. The advantage obtained by the decreased tariff has been partially 
offset by the appreciating U.S. dollar.
Overall, the results of the study indicate that the increase in 
exports of carrots from Canada to the United States is unlikely to have 
been due to "unfair competition", as has been alleged by some groups in the 
United States. The Canadian government has provided some aid to producers 
through subsidized credit, income stabilization programs, and other 
measures. However, changes in the exchange rate, and in the returns to 
storage, have probably been the major factors influencing Canadian exports 
of carrots to the United States, rather than government subsidies.
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